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Rose Quartz - aka the stone of love - really is the prefect stone for you earthy Taurus,
because all you ever want to be is cuddled and loved.  Meditate with this stone 
to open up your heart chakra, and let in the love.  And you know how you hate
change Taurus?  Well this stone will work well for you in a crisis!

Cancer you're all about helping others and community, but you're also a sensitive
soul and often find yourself absorbing other people's problems.  By working with
Carnelian stone you will develop endurance and tenacity, which in turn will help
promote a sense of pragmatism.

Gemini you can benefit from working with the safe and secure Blue Howlite stone. 
 This stone teaches the art of patience which sometimes eludes you Gemini, along
with the support you need to achieve your full potential!  Associated with the 
throat chakra this stone improves communication.

ZODIAC CRYSTAL GUIDE
Nourish Your Soul
Crystals have been around since the dawn of time and are considered to be
an ancient natural healer. Coupling the power of crystals will the
corresponding zodiac sign offers both balance and empowerment.  This guide
provides more information on the crystal and associated zodiac sign.

Hematite keeps the fun loving, easily bored Aries in check.  It's a great grounding stone,
and brilliant at dissolving negative energy - so perfect for when you lose your temper
you little fire sign you.  It's also perfect for helping you stay focused Aries, whilst 
also maintain your self esteem, especially if you're being doubted by others.

Luxurious Leo, you like the finer things in life and by working with Citrine you will find 
that you can achieve these quicker than you ever imagined.  Pop some in your 
wallet and see what happens!  Because you exude warmth Leo, Citrine is the 
perfect stone for cultivating interpersonal skills and smoothing out family or group
problems.

As an earth sign Vigo you like to remain grounded, for you there's nothing worse
than being away with the fairies.  So, what a good job Red Jasper is the crystal
associated with you Virgo, because this endurance stone will keep you focused
through anything, particularly in times of stress.  Use it to meditate with Virgo
during this times.  This stone boosts your life force energy from the base chakra!

For one which hates conflict under any circumstance Libra, your associated stone 
is Malachite, which is known for protection again toxic and negative flow. 
 Malachite's strength comes when working to support your emotional healing Virgo.
It also gives you that little dose of courage when you need it the most, which for
one who hates to be alone can be perfectly timed!

Many wouldn't class you as the emotional type Scorpio because you hide it so well,
but you're apt at taking a leap of faith, without seeking a comfortable landing spot!
Enter one of the major grounding stone Scorpio, Obsidian, which helps you come
back down to earth, and offers you a valuable cloak of protection, just when you
need it most!  To ground yourself between jumps, meditate regularly with this stone.

You can be a bit blunt at times Sagittarius, you don't mean to, it's just the way it is; so
draw on the beautiful purple hue of the Amethyst stone to really serve to calm 
things down.  The Amethyst stone can also be used to make cosmic and spiritual
connections Sag, but because you spend much of your time looking for the next 
best thing you don't give yourself chance to develop this. However, given the chance,
stillness and time, you can hone these skills to your advantage.

Some might say that you have been a full grown adult since birth Capricorn, but the
Lapis Lazuli stone can make a dreamer out of your stoic demeanour  Cappie, if 
you let it.  Connected to the the third eye chakra, use this stone to help you 
explore the softer spiritual side of you.  It doesn't have to be all serious, serious,
serious.  You might find you like what you experience!

One of the luckiest crystals in the pack Pisces, the Jade stone lifts the spirits of 
your sometimes serious side.  Brimming with abundance and good vibes Jade 
supports you in kicking off your people please traits Pisces even if it's only for a
short time.  Stand strong Pisces, you've got this!

Turquoise and Aquarius, where crystals and zodiac signs meet.  Both share the ruling
planet of Uranus so are often influenced by quick thinking and rebellious ideas.  
Aquarius you're more about the concept that the feeling of anything, but use 
the Turquoise stone to clear and formalise your thinking. Associated to the throat 
chakra, by working with Turquoise you will better develop the bonds of communication.  


